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FEATURES

The Hudson is a top choice for value in an 
Australian made lift recliner chair. Featuring a  
high-quality steel mechanism and fitted with a 
precision motor system, as well as an emergency 
battery back-up, this Lift chair is built with the  
user at front of mind in every scenario.

• 130kg weight capacity

• Single motor wall saver

• Controller right side

• 9 volt battery

• 50mm casters

• 2 Year Warranty on mechanism, electrics and fabric

• 5 Year Warranty on timber frame

• Available in wide range of Versotela fabrics

• 100% manufactured in Australia by Oscar Furniture



DESIGN
Hudson comes standard with a velcro 
attached back cushions. The Velcro makes  
it easy to clean or replace cushions on site,  
and can help make minor adjustments to  
their positions and fill.

Hudson two-roll back 
The lower back pad is made from foam and  
has better lower back support that the three-roll.  
Hudson especially suits people recovering from  
back surgery or who suffer from lower back pain.

ACTIONS

Single Motor  
(Wall-saver, Lift Assist)
The single motor wall saver operation of the 
Hudson allows the chair to move forward 
while the backrest reclines. This Oscar feature 
reduces the space that the chair occupies in 
the room because the reclined backrest does 
not hit the wall. The Lift, recline and footrest 
operate from one motor.

Dual Motor  
(Independent Recline) 
Dual motor option lets the user recline  
the back without effecting the footrest, 
allowing a greater range of comfort. 



SPECIFICATIONS

Seat  
Height

Seat  
Width

Seat  
Depth

Arm  
Height

Backrest 
Height

Scapular 
Height

Footrest 
Length

MINI SIZE

MIN 
ADJUSTMENTS -30mm -150mm -150mm -60mm -180mm Linked to 

back height -50mm

MEASUREMENT 496mm 540mm 455mm 199mm 636mm 429mm N/A

MAX 
ADJUSTMENTS +20mm +50mm +75mm +60mm +150mm Linked to 

back height +50mm

SIZE A

MIN 
ADJUSTMENTS -30mm -150mm -150mm -60mm -180mm Linked to 

back height -50mm

MEASUREMENT 476mm 540mm 490mm 180mm 647mm 440mm N/A

MAX 
ADJUSTMENTS +20mm +50mm +75mm +60mm +150mm Linked to 

back height +50mm

SIZE B

MIN 
ADJUSTMENTS -30mm -100mm -150mm -60mm -180mm Linked to 

back height -50mm

MEASUREMENT 496mm 540mm 520mm 190mm 688mm 481mm N/A

MAX 
ADJUSTMENTS +25mm +50mm +50mm +60mm +150mm Linked to 

back height +50mm

SIZE C

MIN 
ADJUSTMENTS -30mm -100mm -150mm -60mm -180mm Linked to 

back height -100mm

MEASUREMENT 546mm 540mm 545mm 190mm 718mm 511mm N/A

MAX 
ADJUSTMENTS +50mm +50mm +25mm +60mm +120mm Linked to 

back height +50mm



FABRIC SELECTION
All VersoTela fabrics come standard with a suite of 
high-end specifications, such as, antimicrobial coating, 
mold resistance, scratch resistance and fire resistance.

Our wide range of collections each boast unique 
properties that are carefully designed to suit every 
customer’s needs. Whether it be built for use in a care 
facility, or as a functional but stylish addition to the 
living room, our VersoTela fabric options are sure 
to tick all the boxes when it comes to crafting your 
perfect chair. 

Please get in touch with one of our friendly sales 
representatives for fabric samples and to find out  
more about which fabric is right for you.

VersoTela 
Fabrics

MODIFICATIONS

CONTROLLER LEFT SIDE GLUTERAL RECESS

MEMORY FOAM

DUAL ACTION SEAT WIDTH

SEAT HEIGHT BACK HEIGHT

SEAT DEPTH FOOTREST LENGTH

180KG WEIGHT CAPACITY

TABLE ARMREMOVABLE HEADRESTLEG REST SIDE WALLS

NO CASTERS24 VOLT BATTERY CUSHION CUTOUT

MANUAL MECHANISMINCREASE SIZE ARM HEIGHTB 24 WHEEL KIT



Optional Extras
Enhance Your Lift Chair Journey

COMFORT PACK
Elevate your Hudson chair to the pinnacle of comfort with our exclusive Comfort Pack upgrade. 
Experience a new level of personalised luxury, complete with integrated enhancements.  
Crafted with precision in our facility in Horsham, Australia, this add-on module is encased  
in a specially designed rigid foam unit for durability and reliability.

KEY FEATURES:

• Forward Headrest Tilt: The headrest 
actuator’s low pivot point is ingeniously 
designed to mimic natural head and neck 
movements, ensuring optimal support and 
comfort.

• Lumbar Adjustment: Enjoy enhanced lumbar 
support thanks to the integrated air bladder 
and pump unit. Activate the pump, and it 
silently inflates to provide the exact level of 
support you desire. This technology, initially 
pioneered in the automotive industry for 
car seat lumbar adjustment, remains at the 
forefront of innovation in this field.

• Convenient Built-in Controller: Effortlessly 
operate these advanced functions with 
the conveniently located controller on the 
right-hand side of the chair. (Lift and recline 
functions remain controlled by traditional 
hand control).

• Service-Friendly Design: The Comfort Pack 
is designed with easy servicing in mind, 
aligning with Oscar Group’s eco-friendly 
focus on durable and repairable products.



KEY FEATURES:

• Universally Designed: Our chair covers are 
designed to flawlessly fit Hudson Mini, A, B, 
and C chairs, ensuring a snug and tailored 
appearance.

• Quality Fabric Options: Choose from our 
extensive range of Versotela fabrics, allowing 
you to match your chair cover with your 
interior decor effortlessly.

• Customisable Design: Tailor your chair’s 
protection to your exact needs. Select 
between a full cover, as elegantly displayed, 
or opt for a back seat and leg cover  
without arms.

CHAIR COVERS
Discover the perfect blend of style and 
functionality with our Hudson chair covers, 
meticulously crafted to offer a bespoke 
touch while safeguarding your cherished  
lift chair from spills and pet mishaps.



Contact us today: 
sales@oscarfurniture.com.au 
03 5381 1404

6 King Drive,  
Horsham VIC 3400

www.oscarfurniture.com.au


